The most sensitive initial error modes modulating intensities of CP- and EP- El Niño events
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The two types of El Niño events simulated by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Climate Model version 2p1 (GFDL CM2p1) model and its “spring predictability barrier” (SPB) associations are examined. By conducting the ensemble hindcast experiments related to the sea temperature on the whole Pacific, both of the predictions for CP- and EP-El Niño show a significant SPB phenomenon, but the CP-El Niño features a much weaker SPB compared to the EP-El Niño. Further analyses revealed that, for CP-El Niño events, the initial sea temperature errors of the North Pacific with triple-like shape, referred to as negative Victoria Mode (VM) induces the largest prediction errors in Niño4 areas and modulates the intensities of CP-El Niño events. While for EP-El Niño events, the initial sea temperature errors in the subsurface layer of the west equatorial Pacific and the upper layer of the Southeast Pacific (15°–30°S) with the meridional mode induce the largest prediction errors in Niño3 areas and modulates the intensities of EP-El Niño events. Obviously, results stress that, in order to reduce final prediction errors and obtain better predictions in terms of intensity on the two types of El Niño events, we should mainly focus on initial sea temperature accuracy in not only the subsurface layer of the west equatorial Pacific but also the surface layer of southeast Pacific and the region covered by the VM-like mode in the North Pacific.

1. Introduction

A number of studies have discussed the two types of inter-annual sea surface temperature (SST) variability in the tropical Pacific: the eastern Pacific El Niño (denoted as EP-El Niño) and the central Pacific El Niño (denoted as CP-El Niño) (Larkin and Harrison, 2005; Yu and Kao, 2007; Ashok et al., 2007; Kao and Yu, 2009; Kug et al., 2010). The EP-El Niño has its maximum SST anomalies (SSTA) warming centered in the eastern Pacific and the CP-El Niño has its maximum SSTA warming confined within the central Pacific (Kao and Yu, 2009; Kug et al., 2010; Weng et al., 2007). The two types of El Niño events have been suggested to produce various global climate anomalies in different regions, such as temperature anomalies and rainfall anomalies in Asia, Australia and North America (Weng et al., 2007; Yeh et al., 2009; Chen and Tam, 2010; Marathe et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019). Studies on the...
different impacts of CP- and EP- El Niño events on the global climate suggest that it is important to understand the predictability of each type of El Niño events, and to clarify the differences between the predictability dynamics of CP- and EP-El Niño events.

More studies revealed that, the different intensity of events could induce the natural disasters with different degrees for each type of El Niño events (Wu and Wu, 2018). For example, under the influence of the EP-El Niño events with medium and higher intensity, the onset date of the first rainy season in South China is earlier than normal while the ending date is later than normal and the duration is longer with higher than normal precipitation. The opposite is true when South China is under the influence of EP-El Niño events with weak intensity or under the influence of CP-El Niño events. In addition, some studies pointed out that, there exists strong relationship between the IOD and the intensity of El Niño events (Wang and Wang, 2014; He et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; Fan et al. 2017). For example, IOD events often tend to occur during the strong EP-El Niño autumns, and the occurrence of IOD seem to be unrelated with the strength of CP-El Niño. These all imply that, the intensity predictions related to CP- and EP- El Niño events are of crucial importance to better study the relevant climate impacts.

Although the performance of climate models has been improved considerably, there still exists large intensity prediction uncertainty for EP- and CP-El Niño in most numerical models. For example, many ENSO prediction models predicted 2014 year into a moderate El Niño year while in fact the tropical Pacific only experienced a neutral conditions in 2014. In addition, the extremely strong 2015/16 El Niño event was forecasted to be a weak or slightly strong El Niño event (Ren et al., 2016). Kim et al.,(2012b) found that the intensity prediction of CP-El Niño is weaker than observed with National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System (CFS) model. Zheng and Yu (2017) pointed out that, there exist larger systematic forecast biases for CP-El Niño prediction, and the ensemble prediction system developed at the Institute of Atmospheric Physics (IAP ENSO EPS) often predicted CP-El Niño into neutral climate phenomenon. Therefore, predicting the intensity of the two types of El Niño events accurately with ENSO prediction systems remains a challenge.

In the ENSO predictability, the “spring predictability barrier” (SPB) often cause large prediction errors at final prediction time. From the view of error growth, the so-called “spring predictability barrier” refers that, there often occurs a significant error growth during spring and/or summer when ENSO predictions are made before and throughout the spring (Webster and Yang, 1992; Lau and Yang, 1996; Mu et al., 2007a, 2007b). There are various hypotheses for the SPB. Some studies suggested that the air-sea coupling and oceanic thermocline-surface connection is the weakest during the spring season and SPB could be inherent feature of our climate system (Zhu et al., 2015). Some other studies pointed out that, the initial errors with the structure of a conditional nonlinear optimal perturbation (CNOP; Mu et al., 2003) cause the most prominent SPB (Duan et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2009; Duan and Wei, 2012; Duan and Hu, 2016). Considering that CP-El Niño presents different features from EP-El Niño events, therefore, recent studies have discussed the SPB phenomenon related to CP-El Niño events. Using the Zebiak-Cane model (Zebiak and Cane, 1987) corrected by the optimal forcing vector (OFV) approach (Duan et al., 2014), Tian and Duan (2015, 2016) concluded that, there also exists the SPB phenomenon for CP-El Niño prediction. More recently, Hou et al. (2019) revealed that, the summer PB often occurs in the CP-El Niño events with the monthly mean data of six coupled models pre-selected from CMIP5. In any case, all these studies imply that CP-El Niño event forecast also shows a season-dependent predictability barrier.

Recently, more and more studies have emphasized the role of subtropical Pacific in the two types of El Niño onset and prediction, especially the CP-El Niño events. Yu et al. (2010) pointed out that, the air-sea interaction in the subtropical North Pacific may play an important role for the initiation of CP-El Niño. Ding et al. (2015) discussed that, the quadrupole SST variability in the subtropical South Pacific have a different and relatively independent influence on ENSO prediction compared with the extratropical North Pacific. Yeh et al. (2015) discussed the relationship between the North Pacific climate variability and CP- El Niño events. Furthermore, Zhu et al. (2016) pointed out that, the meridional mode structure in the subtropical Pacific is usually not well captured by contemporary forecast systems and could result in significant ENSO false alarms. Min et al. (2017) revealed that the Meridional Mode structure in the South Pacific mainly favors the development of SSTAs in the eastern equatorial Pacific, whereas the Meridional Mode in the North Pacific mainly contributes to the development of SSTAs in the central equatorial Pacific. More recently, Wang et al. (2019a) evaluated the relationship between the frequency of CP-El Niño and North Pacific Oscillation (NPO) using the 25 CMIP5 models. Wang et al. (2019b) stressed the roles of tropical and subtropical wind stress anomalies in the CP-El Niño onset. Hou et al. (2019) identified the initial errors that often induce season-dependent PB for CP- and EP-El Niño events based on multi-model outputs data, and their results indicated that the specific structures in the North Pacific and Southeast Pacific may play an important role in El Niño predictions.

As we all know, although most climate models can successfully predicted the onset of the El Niño events, they often cannot predict the intensity of the events exactly. That’s, there exist large prediction errors related to the intensity prediction of CP- and EP- El Niño events. Naturally, several questions are thus raised: When we integrate the numerical model by conducting the ensemble hindcast experiments related to the sea temperature on the whole Pacific, what kind of initial errors on the whole Pacific cause the significant SPB, especially the largest prediction errors for CP- and EP-El Niño? Specifically, what’s the most sensitive initial error modes modulating intensities related to CP- and EP-El Niño? Furthermore, if additional observations are developed in these areas and then assimilated to numerical models, whether or not the large prediction errors of CP- and EP- El Niño may be reduced and even to be avoid?

In this paper, we use a complex global air-sea coupling model to explore the initial errors on the whole Pacific that result in the largest prediction errors for the two types of El Niño. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, the model and its experimental strategy used in this paper are introduced. In Sect. 3, the SPB phenomenon related to EP- and CP- El Niño events are investigated. In Sect. 4, the initial errors that induce a significant SPB, especially the largest prediction errors of corresponding Niño areas for the two types of El Niño events and their seasonal growth mechanisms are explored. In Sect. 5, by conducting a series of sensitive tests, we identify the most sensitive initial error modes modulating intensities related to CP- and EP- El Niño events. And then in Section 6, we summarize the whole study and offer further discussion.
2. Model and experimental strategy

2.1. GFDL CM2p1 model and its main inter-annual variance character

In this study, we will use Geophysical Fluid Dynamic Laboratory (GFDL) CM2p1 coupled model. The GFDL CM2p1 contains four components with the ocean, atmosphere, land and sea ice modules and it is a globally fully-coupled model. Ocean’s hydrostatic primitive equations is used as a numerical representation in the ocean component of GFDL CM2p1. The resolution of the ocean component is 1° × 1° in most ocean regions, and the meridional resolution is encrypted to 1/3° near the equator. There are 50 vertical levels, with a 10 m resolution in the upper 225 m. The atmospheric component in GFDL CM2p1 is AM2p12b and its horizontal resolution is 2° (latitude) × 2.5° (longitude) with 24 vertical levels. The land module uses Land Dynamics model version 2.1 (LM2.1; Milly and Shmakin, 2002) and the sea ice module uses GFDL Sea Ice Simulator (SIS; Delworth et al., 2006). All the four modules in GFDL CM2p1 exchange fluxes every 2 h through the GFDL’s Flexible Modeling System (FMS, http://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/fms). More details related to GFDL CM2p1 can be found in Delworth et al. (2006) and Griffies (2009).

We use the land cover, tracer gases, aerosols, and insolation during the year 1990 to force the GFDL CM2p1 model and integrate the model for 300 years. The last 250 years are analyzed in order to eliminate the impact of initial adjustment processes. Fig. 1 presents the standard deviation of the simulated and observed inter-annual SST anomalies (SSTA) in November–January (NDJ) over the tropical Pacific. It is found that the spatial pattern of the inter-annual variability strongly resembled the mature phase mode of ENSO, and the simulated results are comparable to those in observation except that the area of strong variability simply expands westward substantially and the belt of the strong SSTA variability is more confined within the equatorial zone in the model than in observations, which may be a common symptom in the current coupled global climate models (CGCMs) (AchutaRao and Sperber, 2002; Bellenger et al., 2014; Ham and Kug, 2012; Lin et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2021).

Furthermore, the first two leading EOF modes of the monthly SSTA over the tropical Pacific region are presented in Fig. 2. The structure of EOF1 is similar to EP-El Niño pattern [Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1982] and EOF1 mode explains about 55.7% of the tropical Pacific SST variability for the integrate period of 300 years. The EOF2 mode explains 9.3% of the SST variability and it possess a zonal tripole pattern in the tropical region and resembles the CP-El Niño pattern. We also find that, the magnitudes of PC1 and PC2 are comparable and PCs of these two EOFs present the different time scales. Concretely, the PCs of EOF1 mainly present the interannual timescale, while the PCs of EOF2 mainly present the decadal variance and show the quite small interannual timescale. By analyzing the power spectra of PC1 and PC2 corresponding to EOF1 and EOF2 mode respectively, we find that, there only exists the interannual timescale variance (around 4 years) for the PC1 indices; the PC2 indices display a major peak at a decadal timescale (around 15 years) and the interannual timescale variance (around 4 years). This is at odds with the Nino 3 index that shows comparable peak variances at period of about 3–5 years and Nino 4 index that shows comparable peak variances at period of about 4 and 10 years. The results are consistent with the studies of Sullivan et al. (2016). Therefore, these two modes of EOF1 and EOF2 may represent EP- and CP-El Niño pattern. Also, it is reasonable to point out that, the coupled model GFDL CM2p1 has the ability to replicate the EP- and CP-El Niño

---

**Fig. 1.** The standard deviation of SST (°C) over the tropical Pacific during NDJ from (a) the model GFDL-CM2p1 of 250 years’ control test datas and (b) the monthly Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature Version 4 (ERSST V4) dataset during the period 1951–2015.
In addition, after removing the ENSO influences on the whole Pacific, the SST anomaly of the leading mode in the North Pacific and the South Pacific are shown in Fig. 3. Compared with observation, the first mode of the North Pacific SST anomaly closely resembles the pattern with the Vectoria mode (VM) of Bond et al. (2003), while the first mode of the South Pacific SST anomaly are closely similar to the South Pacific Meridional Mode (SPMM) introduced by Zhang et al. (2014a, b). The results show that, the GFDL CM2p1 coupled model can capture the SST anomaly signals related to the North Pacific and the South Pacific. As such, it is reasonable to investigate the predictability for El Niño events on the whole Pacific with GFDL CM2p1 coupled model.

2.2. Experimental strategy

Firstly, we select eight EP- and CP- El Niño events from the control simulation respectively. For discussion purpose, we simply define Year (0) as the year of El Niño growth and Year (1) as the year of El Niño decay while Year (−1) is the year preceding Year (0). Fig. 4 presents the evolution of Niño index related to EP- and CP- El Niño events respectively. The eight EP-El Niño events and eight CP-El Niño events all tend to onset in boreal spring or early summer and peak in late autumn or winter of Year (0), then decay gradually in the Spring or Summer of Year (1). As such, the two types of El Niño events present the obvious phase locking features. In addition, the
amplitude of Niño 3 index related to EP-El Niño events is significantly larger than the amplitude of Niño 4 index related to CP-El Niño events. The peak of the former is about twice that of the latter and the intensity ratio related to EP-El Niño events and CP-El Niño events agrees with the observation features.

With the selected CP- and EP-El Niño events, we conduct perfect model experiments to investigate the effects of initial errors on the two types of El Niño events prediction uncertainties. In this study, the GFDL CM2p1 coupled model is supposed to be perfect and the prediction uncertainties of the two types of El Niño events are considered to be caused only by initial errors. Since the model is assumed to be perfect, the two types of El Niño events generated by the model’s control run are regarded as the “true state” El Niño events to be predicted. It has been noticed that the EP- and CP-El Niño events selected from the model’s control run are often strong, which may be caused by the forcing process in the integrated simulation. The initial errors are imposed on the initial sea temperature for the selected eight “true state” EP-El Niño events and eight “true state” CP-El Niño events. By taking the differences between the Pacific sea temperature of the “true state” El Niño events at the start month and that in each month of the 4 years (a total of 48 months) preceding the start month, we obtain the initial errors sample set. Thus, there are a total of 48 initial errors for one start month with each event. As is known that, the cycles related to the two types of El Niño events are approximately 4 years respectively in the GFDL CM2p1 coupled model, so the patterns of sea temperature anomalies within 4 years may represent much ergodic initial errors. In our studies, we found that the initial errors being normalized often cause an initial shock phenomenon that characterized as a rapid growth of errors within a short time after the beginning the predictions, which may be due to the dynamical unbalance among different levels of the upper ocean temperature field induced by normalized initial errors. It is therefore pointed out that the magnitudes of the initial errors are not constrained uniformly in our numerical experiments and the spatial pattern of initial errors is mainly emphasized.

With these initial errors, leading 12-month predictions are made on the start month being October (−1) and January (0) for each El Niño events. Clearly, the above predictions with the selected start months are just across the growth phase of the El Niño events and pass through the spring. In total, there are 768 predictions for each type of El Niño events. For these predictions, the initial errors of the sea temperature cover the Pacific region (130° E–85° W, 66.5° S–66.5° N) from the surface to a 165 m depth. Therefore, in this study, we will study how the initial sea temperatures uncertainties over the whole Pacific impact the predictability of the two types of El Niño events.

The prediction errors are calculated by taking the difference between the SSTAs of the predicted El Niño events and those of the “true state” El Niño events, which can be defined in Eq. (1):

$$\mathbf{T}'(t) = ||T^p(t) - T^s(t)|| = \sqrt{\sum_{ij} [T^p_{ij}(t) - T^s_{ij}(t)]^2}, \tag{1}$$

where the $T^p$ and $T^s$ are the predicted SST and the “true” SST, respectively, at lead time $t$, and $T'(t)$ is the prediction error induced by the initial errors. $(i,j)$ represents the grid points of the equatorial Pacific region (20° S–20° N, 130° E–85° W). Then, the growth tendency $k$ of the prediction errors at each season can be approximately calculated by

![Fig. 4.](image-url)
\[ k \approx \frac{T'(t_2) - T'(t_1)}{t_2 - t_1}. \]  

where \( T'(t_1) \) and \( T'(t_2) \) denote the prediction errors at \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) respectively; the future times \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) represent the beginning and the end time of the given prediction period. A positive (negative) \( k \) value indicates an increase (decrease) in error, and the greater the absolute value of \( k \) is, the faster the increase (decrease) in error becomes.

**Fig. 5.** For EP-El Niño events, (a1) and (b1) represent the evolution of the prediction errors (color curves) for ensemble forecast members with start months Jan (0) and Oct (-1) respectively. The black curves represent the means of the prediction errors of the ensemble forecast members. (a2) and (b2) represent the seasonal error growth tendencies of the ensemble-mean forecast (blue bar) with start months Jan (0) and Oct (-1) respectively.
3. the SPB phenomenon related to EP- and CP- El Niño events

As described in the introduction, the so-called SPB refer to that ENSO predictions systems encounter a season-dependent predictability barrier and then induce a large prediction error at further certain time. From the view of error growth, when the 12-month leading prediction possess a large prediction error at the final prediction time and has the significant error growth during spring and/or the beginning of summer, we think that there occurs the so-called SPB for this prediction. With the character of SPB, we firstly calculated the prediction errors of SSTA at the end of prediction time and the relevant seasonal growth tendency based on formula (1).
and (2). Then, according to the occurring conditions of SPB, we identify 415 predictions [201 for the start month October (–1) and 214 for January (0)] that yield a significant SPB from the 768 predictions for eight EP-El Niño events. To address the SPB phenomenon for the whole EP-El Niño events, we then evaluate the evolution of the SSTA prediction errors for each ensemble forecast members and estimate its seasonal growth tendency of the ensemble-mean forecasts (Fig. 5). The figure shows that the prediction errors tend to experience their largest growth rate in spring (AMJ and/or MJJ) and exhibit a significant season-dependent evolution.

For eight CP-El Niño events, we also identify 292 predictions [164 for the start month October (–1) and 128 for January (0)] that make a significant contribution to a prominent SPB from the 768 predictions. We present in Fig. 6 the evolution of the prediction errors and the ensemble mean of their seasonal growth tendency corresponding to the initial errors of CP-El Niño events. It is illustrated that, the initial errors exhibit significant season-dependent evolution for both start months and their largest growth tendency tends to be in the JJA and/or JAS season.

Therefore, for both the EP- and CP-El Niño events, the results indicated that the prediction errors tend to experience their largest growth rate in spring and/or summer and exhibit a significant season-dependent evolution, generating a significant SPB. However, compared with the EP-El Niño events, the relevant seasonal growth tendency level in late spring or early summer is much weaker for the CP-El Niño events; the prediction errors related to the CP-El Niño events at the end of the 12-month lead time are much smaller; the

Fig. 7. the amplitude scatter diagram of SPB-related and SPB-irrelevant initial errors in the tropical Pacific and Pacific respectively.
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Fig. 8. Composite of anomalous sea temperature (units: °C) of the CP-type initial errors that induce a significant SPB especially the largest prediction errors in Niño4 areas. The top 5 images correspond different ocean depths, as from the sea surface to 45 m, then to 85 m, 125 m and 165 m. The last one is the meridional mean of the sea temperature anomaly over 5°S–5°N. Composites of initial errors not exceeding the 95% significance level are masked.
Fig. 9. Composite of the evolutions of anomalous sea temperature (units: °C) and horizontal wind (units: m/s) of CP-type initial errors as shown with lead 1, lead 3, lead 6, lead 9 and lead 12 months predictions. The dotted areas denote those exceeding the 95% significance level. The rows correspond to sea depths, as from the sea surface to 5 m, then to 45 m, 85 m, 125 m and 165 m.
prediction members in CP-El Niño events which make a significant contribution to the SPB are less than that in EP-El Niño events. So, although there occurs the SPB phenomenon for the two types of El Niño events, there occurs the much weaker SPB phenomenon for CP-El Niño events.

In order to address the SPB phenomenon, Figs. 5(a1) (b1) and 6 (a1) (b1) only present the error evolution of the tropical pacific covering region (20° S–20° N, 130° E–85° W). In fact, our initial errors are constructed covering the whole Pacific region (130° E–85° W, 66.5° S–66.5° N) from the surface to a 165 m depth. From these two figures, we notice that most of these strong SPB cases are associated with small initial errors (blue curves). On the other hand, many of the cases presumably without SPB show very large initial errors (green curves). Although these strong SPB cases are actually associated with small initial errors in tropical pacific, the initial error in the whole Pacific region are not always small when occurring the SPB. That’s to say, the initial errors in the ex-tropical Pacific and the subsurface ocean temp may be large and play an important role in contributing to the occurrence of SPB. In order to illustrate it, we calculate the magnitude of initial errors covering the tropical pacific and the whole pacific respectively when occurring the SPB and no-SPB respectively (see Fig. 7). From the scatter diagram, we can see that, the mean amplitude of SPB-related initial errors in the tropical pacific are often smaller than that for the SPB-irrelevant initial errors. However, the mean amplitude of SPB-related initial errors in the whole pacific are often larger than that for the SPB-irrelevant initial errors. The results imply that, the initial errors in the ex-tropical Pacific may play an important role in contributing to the occurrence of SPB.

4. The most sensitive initial errors and their related error growth

As mentioned in Section 3, both the predictions related to the two types of El Niño events encounter the SPB phenomenon. Previous studies have shown that the initial errors with the particular structures could induce the SPB. Related to EP-El Niño events, the CNOP-type initial errors have been explored by tracing the growth of the optimal initial error of Zebiak-Cane model (Yu et al. 2009; Duan et al. 2009) and the Community Earth System Model (CESM) (Duan and Hu, 2016). Related to CP-El Niño events, Tian and Duan (2015) apply the OFV approach to the Zebiak-Cane model and simulated several EP- and CP- El Niño events. Their results show that, for the CP-El Niño events, one type of CNOP-type errors possessing a sea surface temperature anomaly (SSTA) pattern with negative anomalies in the equatorial central western Pacific, positive anomalies in the equatorial eastern Pacific, and accompanied by a thermocline depth anomaly pattern with positive anomalies along the equator can induce the significant SPB. However, previous studies only focus on the tropical Pacific and ignore the impact of Subtropical Pacific on the two types of El Niño events. In this section, when concerning about the whole Pacific, we try to answer that which features of the initial errors induce the largest prediction errors for each type of El Niño events. Furthermore, how do these initial errors evolve and module the intensities of CP- and EP- El Niño predictions?

4.1. The initial errors that induce the most significant SPB for CP-El Niño events and its related initial error growth

In Section 3, for CP-El Niño events, we have identified 292 predictions that yield a significant SPB. In order to obtain the features of initial errors that induce a significant SPB especially the largest prediction errors in Niño4 areas, firstly, we selected 149 predictions which have larger prediction errors in Niño4 areas from the above 292 predictions; and then we perform the Combined Empirical Orthogonal Function (CEOF) analysis for these 149 initial errors and take the top three EOF modes which account for the 55% of the total variance. The top three EOF modes and their opposite modes may represent the dominant spatial characteristic of the initial errors that often cause a significant SPB. We denote these six modes as EOF_1+, EOF_1-, EOF_2+, EOF_2-, EOF_3+, EOF_3-, respectively. Since we try to find the domain mode of the initial errors that induce the largest prediction errors, we therefore firstly select the members whose initial errors are highly correlated (including positively and negatively correlated) with EOF_1+, EOF_2+, EOF_3+, respectively. It should be noticed that, the correlations are referred to spatial correlation in our calculations. Then, for the members that are highly positively or negatively correlated with EOF_1+, EOF_2+, and EOF_3+, we calculate the prediction errors respectively for SSTA over the Niño4 areas at the end of the 12-month lead time based on Eq. (1). By comparing prediction errors corresponding to different groups, results imply that the prediction errors induced by the forecast members whose initial errors are of the EOF_1 modes are the largest ones. Following this, we composite the initial errors corresponding to the EOF_1 mode and obtain the spatial pattern of initial errors which induce the significant SPB, especially the largest prediction errors at the end of 12-month lead time. We denoted the above pattern as the CP-Type initial errors.

Fig. 8 present the structures of CP-Type initial ocean temperatures at different depth. It is shown that the CP-Type initial errors exhibit the strong anomalies over north Pacific upper layers with a triple-like shape, referred to as negative Victoria Mode (VM-), and the subsurface temperature anomaly with positive anomalies in the lower layers of the western equatorial Pacific. Having obtained the CP-Type initial errors which induce the significant SPB, especially the largest prediction errors in Niño4 areas, we then integrate the GFDL-CM2p1 model for 1 year with the initial fields being the initial sea temperature of each CP-Type initial errors plus CP-Type initial errors; and then, by subtracting the “true state”, there obtained the evolution of prediction errors caused by CP-Type errors for CP-El Niño events (see Fig. 9). By analyzing the evolution patterns of prediction errors including the whole Pacific SSTA, sea surface wind anomaly and equatorial subsurface temperature anomaly components, we find that, in the tropics, the CP-Type initial errors often evolve from a neutral state to a La Nina-like mode, finally triggering a cold bias of prediction especially at Niño 4 area at leading 12 months. Fig. 9 implies that, the positive subsurface temperature anomaly in the greater depths of the western equatorial Pacific in above CP-Type initial errors doesn’t have a development over a long period of time and these indicate that it could not be the final source of prediction errors. So, what kind of physical process causes the sustainable development of the negative SSTA error in the central equatorial Pacific?

In fact, the initial ocean temperature errors in the subtropical North Pacific of the VM-like component of CP-Type initial errors
Fig. 10. As in Fig. 8, but for the EP-Type initial errors.
Fig. 11. As in Fig. 9, but for the EP-Type errors.
firstly induce the abnormal air convection and then cause the atmospheric baroclinic response. This will change the sea surface wind over the North Pacific. At the same time, the abnormal northeast wind errors in the subtropical North Pacific are established and spread to the equatorial Pacific gradually. During the air-sea interaction process, the cold SST footprints propagate to the equatorial Pacific gradually and trigger the abnormal easterly wind in the equatorial Pacific, which will enhance the negative SSTA errors and propagate westwards to the central Pacific. Therefore, the ocean temperature errors with the structure of north Pacific VM- induce the development and the mature of negative SSTA errors in the equatorial Pacific especially at Niño 4 areas, which causes the under-predictions of the CP-El Niño events in terms of intensities.

4.2. The initial errors that induce the most significant SPB for EP-El Niño events and its related initial error growth

As demonstrated in Section 3, for EP-El Niño events, we have identified 415 predictions that yield a significant SPB. In order to obtain the features of initial errors that induce a significant SPB especially the largest prediction errors in Niño 3 areas, Similarly to that performed for the CP-El Niño events, firstly, we selected 215 predictions which have larger prediction errors in Niño3 areas from the above 415 predictions; and then we perform the Combined Empirical Orthogonal Function (CEOF) analysis for these 215 initial errors and take the top three EOF modes which account for the 67% of the total variance. We denote these six modes as EOF_1+, EOF_1-, EOF_2+, EOF_2-, EOF_3+, EOF_3-, respectively. Since we try to find the domain mode of the initial errors that induce the largest prediction errors in Niño 3 areas, we therefore select the members whose initial errors are highly correlated (including positively and negatively correlated) with EOF_1+, EOF_2+, EOF_3+, respectively. For the members that are highly positively or negatively correlated with EOF_1+, EOF_2+, and EOF_3+, we calculate the Niño 3 SSTA prediction errors at the end of the 12-month lead time. Results show that the prediction errors induced by the ensemble forecast members whose initial errors are of the EOF_1+ modes are the largest ones. Following this, we composite the initial errors corresponding to the EOF_1+ mode and define it as EP-Type initial errors. Fig. 10 present the structures of EP-Type initial ocean temperatures errors at different depth. It is shown that the EP-Type initial errors possess the ocean temperature patterns with positive anomalies over the upper layer of the central-eastern equatorial Pacific and negative anomalies in the lower layer of the western equatorial Pacific, plus the Subtropical North Pacific upper layers with a meridional dipolar mode and the Subtropical Southeast Pacific upper layers with meridional negative anomalies mode.

As demonstrated above, EP-Type initial errors could induce the significant SPB, especially the large prediction errors in the Niño3 area. In order to address the growth dynamical behaviors of EP-Type initial errors, Fig. 11 show a composite of the evolution of the prediction errors caused by EP-Type initial errors, and present the major mode of their evolutions respectively. The results illustrate that in the tropical Pacific, EP-Type initial errors often present the evolving mode initially similar to an El Niño decaying phase, and then present a transition to a cold phase, finally evolving into a mature La Niña-like mode. That is, the EP-Type initial error evolves like a La Niña event and triggers a cold bias of prediction in central-eastern equatorial Pacific at leading 12 months.

Specially, the positive SSTA initial errors are confined to the central-eastern equatorial Pacific, and a weak westerly anomaly occurs only over the central tropical Pacific (Fig. 11). Under these conditions, the Bjerknes feedback process fails to establish. However, the large negative subsurface temperature anomalies lift the thermocline of the western equatorial Pacific and generate upwelling Kelvin waves. At the same time, the negative subsurface temperature anomalies propagate eastward. During the propagating process, they carry large cold water with them and cause a negative SSTA in the eastern Pacific. Meanwhile, the anomalous meridional mode structure in the Subtropical Southeast Pacific leads to the anomalous wind and then induce the anomalous latent heat release, thus cause the cold SST footprints moving toward central-eastern equatorial Pacific and strengthen the anomalous easterlies in the equational Pacific. Besides, the VM-like ocean temperature structure over the subtropical North Pacific could induce the warm SST footprints moving toward central equatorial Pacific, and it causes a positive SSTA and hence causes the initial negative SSTA errors in the equatorial Pacific to weaken. Therefore, the feedback from the Subtropical North Pacific is the negative feedback and competes with the other two feedback processes respectively from the western equatorial Pacific and the Subtropical Southeast Pacific. Finally, the fluctuation process from the lower layer of the western equatorial Pacific and the W-E-S feedback mechanism from the Subtropical Southeast Pacific play the dominant roles and causes the negative SSTA errors to be further amplified, ultimately evolving into a La Niña mode and yielding negative prediction errors for the EP-El Niño events. Therefore, for the EP-Type initial errors, the resultant negative prediction errors in Niño3 area originate from the lower layers of the western equatorial Pacific and the meridional negative anomalies mode in the upper layers of the subtropical southeast Pacific.

5. The determination of most sensitive initial error modes modulating intensities related to CP- and EP- El Niño

In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we have revealed the patterns and evolving mechanism of the initial errors which induce the significant SPB, especially the largest prediction errors at the end of prediction time for the two types of El Niño events. The initial errors are CP-Type and EP-Type respectively and they mainly concentrated in a few regions with large anomalies. For CP-El Niño, the CP-Type initial ocean temperature errors are mainly located in the North Pacific upper layers with VM-like SSTA pattern (we denote it as region CP-Type-A, 20° N-60° N, 150° E-120° W, 0-85 m), and in the equatorial Pacific with positive anomalies in the lower layer of western Pacific. Such errors develop with a La Niña-like evolving mode and finally generate cold bias of SST in the central tropical Pacific at the 12-month lead time. The analysis of CP-Type errors evolution mechanism show that, the upper layers sea temperature errors of the North Pacific with VM-like structure tend to make CP-El Niño events underestimated in terms of amplitude and event to be predicted into a La Niña-like event but with cold center in the central tropical, which therefore mainly influences the amplitude of SST in the central Pacific associated with CP-El Niño. The above analysis implied that the intensity prediction of CP-El Niño events is more sensitive to the initial sea temperature errors in the North Pacific upper layers with VM-like SSTA pattern. For EP-El Niño events, the
EP-Type initial errors possess the ocean temperature patterns with positive anomalies over the upper layer of the central-eastern equatorial Pacific and negative anomalies in the lower layer of the western equatorial Pacific, plus the Subtropical North Pacific upper layers with a meridional dipolar mode and the Subtropical Southeast Pacific upper layers with meridional negative anomalies mode. Such errors finally develop into a canonical La Nina-like cooling mode with the cold center in the central-eastern equatorial Pacific at the 12-month lead time. The analysis of EP-Type errors evolution mechanism show that, the lower layers of the western equatorial Pacific and the meridional negative anomalies mode in the upper layers of the southeast Pacific (we denote it as region EP-Type-B, including 10°S-10°N, 130°E-135°W, 95–165 m and 15°S-30°S, 140°W-85°W, 0–85 m) tend to make EP-El Nino events underestimated in terms of amplitude and finally to be predicted into a La Nina-like event, which therefore cause large cold bias of SST in the equatorial central-eastern Pacific. The above analysis implied that the intensity prediction of EP-El Nino events is more sensitive to the initial sea temperature errors in these areas.

Associated with above analysis, we will ask that if identified CP-Type (or EP-Type) initial errors and their corresponding key mode errors in these above key areas are superimposed on CP-El Nino (or EP-El Nino), whether or not it may cause the large effect on the El Nino predictions? Furthermore, if additional observations are developed in these areas and then assimilated to the models, whether or not the large prediction errors of CP- and EP-El Nino may be reduced and even to be avoid? Firstly, to illustrate the validity of the identified key source areas of large prediction errors in reducing the prediction errors related to CP- and EP-El Nino events, we design one group of numerical experiments for CP-Type and EP-Type initial errors respectively. Based on the prediction results, we calculate the E-Nino3 and E-Nino4 to measure the amplitude errors of CP- and EP-El Nino events as followings:

\[
\begin{align*}
E - \text{Nino3} &= \text{SSTA}'(t)|\text{Nino3} - \text{SSTA}'(t)|\text{Nino3}, \\
E - \text{Nino4} &= \text{SSTA}'(t)|\text{Nino4} - \text{SSTA}'(t)|\text{Nino4},
\end{align*}
\]

where, SSTA'(t)|Nino3(or SSTA'(t)|Nino4) represents the predicted mean SSTA of Nino3 (or Nino4) regions. SSTA'(t)|Nino3(or SSTA'(t)|Nino4) represents the Nino3 index (or Nino 4 index) of reference state EP-El Nino (or CP-El Nino). When the value of E – Nino3 (or E – Nino4) less than 0, it represents the prediction results caused by the initial errors underestimated the reference state EP-El Nino (or CP-El Nino events) in terms of amplitude. Also, to measure the benefit of data assimilation in the sensitive regions in reducing prediction errors for each type of El Nino events, we define the index RE to measure the reduction extent of the prediction errors in Eq. (4),

\[
\text{RE} = \left( \frac{T'_{\text{whole-region}} - T'_{\text{remove-area}}} {T'_{\text{whole-region}}} \right) \times 100\%,
\]

where \(T'_{\text{whole-region}}\) represents the prediction errors caused by CP-Type (or EP-Type) initial errors, \(T'_{\text{remove-area}}\) denotes the prediction errors caused by initial errors from sensitive areas or non-sensitive areas, indicating initial errors in sensitive areas or non-sensitive areas are eliminated.

In Section 2.2, we have selected eight “true state” CP-El Nino events and eight “true state” EP-El Nino events. In our strategy, the basic initial states with October (-1) and January (0) of each El Nino events are selected. Here, we make 3 groups of tests with the different new initial states and all the tests make the 1-year integration. The three groups of tests have the same basic initial states but with different initial errors. In order to classify the above three groups of tests, we make the Table 1 to provide the different groups of initial errors. Concretely, the three groups of tests are constructed as follows.

Firstly, for CP-El Nino, the new initial states are constructed by CP-Type initial errors superposed on the basic initial states with October (-1) and January (0) of each El Nino respectively, and then make the 1-year integration. We obtain a total of 16 predictions for CP-El Nino events. For EP-El Nino, as in CP-El Nino, but for EP-Type initial errors superposed on the initial states of each EP-El Nino event with October (-1) and January (0) and also make the 1-year integration. We also obtain a total of 16 predictions for EP-El Nino. We denote the test as CTL test.

Secondly, we retain CP-Type-A initial errors in CP-Type initial errors (or EP-Type-B initial errors in EP-Type initial errors) for CP-El Nino events (or EP-El Nino events), that’s, we eliminate initial errors beyond A pattern (B pattern) from CP-Type initial errors (EP-Type initial errors). Then we add the new initial errors on the initial values of each “true state” CP-El Nino events (or EP-El Nino events) and make the 1-year integration. The test is denoted as the Sen-I test.

Thirdly, CP-Type-A initial errors (or EP-Type-B initial errors) are removed from CP-Type initial errors (EP-Type initial errors) and the errors in other pattern beyond A (B) of CP-Type initial errors (EP-Type initial errors) are retained. With these updated initial errors superposed on the initial value of each “true state” CP-El Nino events (or EP-El Nino events), we make 1-year integrations respectively. We denoted the test as the Sen-II test. Each group of sensitive tests include 16 predictions for CP-El Nino and 16 predictions for EP-El Nino predictions.

Fig. 12 (a) present average amplitude errors of Nino4 (left coordinate, blue bars) calculated by Eq. (3) and reduction extent RE of the prediction errors calculated by Eq. (4) (right coordinate, yellow bars) caused by CP-Type initial errors (CTL test), CP-Type-A initial errors (Sen-I test) and by eliminating CP-Type-A errors from CP-Type initial errors (Sen-II test), respectively. Fig. 12 (b) present

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>initial errors of different groups of tests.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CTL test</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sen-I test</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-Type (EP-Type) initial errors</td>
<td>CP-Type-A (EP-Type-B) initial errors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
average amplitude errors of Niño3 (i.e., E-Niño3, left coordinate, blue bars) and reduction extent RE of the prediction errors (right coordinate, yellow bars) caused by EP-Type initial errors (CTL test), EP-Type-B initial errors (Sen-I test) and by eliminating EP-Type-B errors from EP-Type initial errors (Sen-II test), respectively.

The sensitive experiments demonstrate that, for CP-El Niño, there exists large prediction errors of Niño4 areas when we add CP-Type initial errors and CP-Type-A initial errors on the initial value of each “true state” CP-El Niño events. While when we eliminate CP-Type-A initial errors from CP-Type initial errors, its corresponding absolute value of the prediction errors of Niño-4 SSTA (i.e., E-Niño4) is less than 0.5, and the subsequently reduction extent of the prediction errors can reach 77.98%, while the reduction extent of the prediction errors is only 23.6% when we retain CP-Type-A initial errors but eliminating initial errors in other regions. To put it another way, we can say that, CP-Type-A initial errors could modulate the intensity of CP-El Niño events and when we implement additional observations in the region, the large prediction errors of CP-El Niño event can be reduced effectively. For EP-El Niño, there also exists large prediction errors of Niño3 areas when we add EP-Type initial errors and EP-Type-B initial errors on the initial value of each “true state” EP-El Niño events. While when we eliminate EP-Type-B initial errors from EP-Type initial errors, its corresponding absolute value of the prediction errors of Niño-3 SSTA (i.e., E-Niño3) is far less than that of other two tests, and the subsequently reduction extent of the prediction errors can reach 75.96% compared with the reduction extent of the prediction errors only 13% for Sen-I test. To put it another way, we can say that, EP-Type-B initial errors could modulate the intensity of EP-El Niño events and when we implement additional observations in the region, the large prediction errors of EP-El Niño event can be reduced effectively.

From above discussion, we emphasize that the initial sea temperature accuracy in the Victoria mode (VM) region in the North Pacific is more important for better predictions of the intensity of the CP-El Niño than other regions in the Pacific. Also, the subsurface layer of the west equatorial Pacific and the surface layer of southeast Pacific are more important for better predictions of the intensity of the EP-El Niño than other regions in the Pacific. It is therefore clear that, in order to improve the accuracy of intensity prediction related to CP- and EP-El Niño events, we should mainly focus on initial sea temperature accuracy in not only the subsurface layer of the west equatorial Pacific but also the surface layer of southeast Pacific and the region covered by the VM-like mode in the North Pacific.

6. Summary and discussion

In this study, we investigated the two types of El Niño events simulated by GFDL-CM2p1 model and its “spring predictability barrier” (SPB) associations. By conducting the ensemble hindcast experiments related to the sea temperature on the whole Pacific and tracing the evolution of errors, results indicated that the prediction errors tend to experience their largest growth rate in spring and/or summer (MJJ and/or JJA) and exhibit a significant season-dependent evolution, generating a significant SPB for both the two types of El Niño events. However, compared with the EP-El Niño events, the relevant seasonal growth tendency level in spring and/or summer is much weaker for the CP-El Niño events; the prediction errors related to the CP-El Niño events at the end of the 12-month lead time are much smaller; the prediction members in CP-El Niño events which make a significant contribution to the SPB are less than that in EP-El Niño events. So, although there occurs the SPB phenomenon for the two types of El Niño events, there occurs the much weaker SPB phenomenon for CP-El Niño events.

Further analyses revealed that, for CP-El Niño events, CP-Type initial errors are identified which induce the significant SPB.
especially the largest prediction errors in Niño 4 areas. The CP-Type initial errors consist of the subsurface temperature anomaly with the positive anomaly in the lower layers of the western equatorial Pacific and the upper layer sea temperature errors of the North Pacific with triple-like shape, referred to as the negative Victoria Mode (VM). This type of initial errors evolve in a manner similar to the growth behavior of a La Niña event and cause a cold bias of SST with the cold center located at Niño4 area at leading 12 months. As for the EP-El Niño events, we also obtain one type of initial errors (denoted by EP-Type errors) that induce the significant SPB and especially the largest prediction errors in Niño3 areas. The EP-Type initial errors consist of the subsurface temperature anomaly with the negative anomaly in the lower layers of the western equatorial Pacific, the positive anomalies over the upper layers of the equatorial eastern Pacific, the meridional dipole pattern over the upper layer of the North Pacific plus the meridional negative pattern over the upper layer of the Subtropical Southeast Pacific. The EP-Type errors initially exhibit a rapid decay of an El Niño, and then a quick transition to a typical La Niña-like evolving mode with cold center in the equatorial Pacific.

By conducting a series of sensitive experiments, we show that, when CP-Type-A errors are superimposed on CP-El Niño, it causes the large prediction errors. When CP-Type-A errors are eliminated from CP-Type initial errors, it causes the large prediction errors in Niño4 areas, and induces the largest reduction extent of the prediction errors. That’s to say, the initial sea temperature errors of the North Pacific with triple-like shape, referred to as negative Victoria Mode (VM) induces the largest prediction errors in Niño4 areas and modulates the intensities of CP-El Niño events. For EP-El Niño events, when EP-Type-B errors are superimposed on EP-El Niño, it causes the large prediction errors. When EP-Type-B errors are eliminated from EP-Type initial errors, it causes the large prediction errors in Niño3 areas and induces the largest reduction extent of the prediction errors. Therefore, we emphasize that, the initial sea temperature errors in the subsurface layer of the western equatorial Pacific and the upper layer of the Subtropical Pacific (15°S-30°S) with the meridional mode induce the largest prediction errors in Niño3 areas and modulates the intensities of EP-El Niño events.

In the present study, our results stress that, the initial sea temperature accuracy in the Victoria mode (VM) region in the North Pacific is more important for better predictions of the intensity of the CP-El Niño than other regions in the Pacific. Also, the subsurface layer of the west equatorial Pacific and the surface layer of southeast Pacific is more important for better predictions of the intensity of the EP-El Niño than other regions in the Pacific. Therefore, in order to reduce final prediction errors and obtain better predictions in terms of intensity on the two types of El Niño events, we should mainly focus on initial sea temperature accuracy in not only the subsurface layer of the west equatorial Pacific but also the surface layer of southeast Pacific and the region covered by the VM-like mode in the North Pacific. However, the prediction uncertainty related to the two types of El Niño events include not only the intensity prediction uncertainty but also the spatial structures prediction uncertainty. Especially, the CP-El Niño events are often predicted into EP-El Niño events. It may imply that, there also exists large prediction uncertainty in forecasting spatial structures of CP- and EP-El Niño events. So, whether or not the most sensitive initial error modes modulating intensities related to CP- and EP-El Niño can modulate the structure of the event? If not, what kind of initial errors can modulate the structure of CP- and EP-El Niño events further? When concerning both the intensity and structure predictions of CP- and EP-El Niño events, what’s the most sensitive initial error modes? These issues all need to be considered and further studied in the future.
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